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to be directly manipulated; but I prefer the ar

Be it known that I, JAMES F. SNEDIKER, a rangement shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, whereby
citizen of the United States, and a resident of the retraction of the horn is effected simultane
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have invented ously with the retraction of the looper usually 55

certain Improvementsin Button-Hole Sewing employed in this class of machines.
Machines, of which the following is a specifi In a patent, No. 261,399, granted to my as
Cati?m.
signees on the 18th day of July, 1882, is de
My invention relates to that class of button scribed and claimed mechanism for effecting
hoe sewing-machines in which a clamping de the retraction of said looper, this mechanism 6o
O vice is used to feed the fabric, the object of my comprising a cam-lever, M, which acts upon a
invention being to permit the ready applica pin, c, on a plate, B, guided on the bed A of
tion of the fabric to and its ready removal from the machine, and having a pin, d, adapted to a
said clamping device when the latter is used groovein the camD, which acts upon the looper
in connection with a machine having a horn or arm F, so that by sliding the plate B the can
I 5 guide-pin entering the button-hole and pro D is moved longitudinally upon the driving
shaft, and the looper-arm is vibrated in such
jecting above the table or bed.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1, a manner as to advance or retract the looper.
Sheet I, is a longitudinal section of sufficient In the present instance the sliding plate Bhas
of the machine to illustrate my invention; Fig. a pin, f, which is adapted to a slot, 9, in the
2, Sheet 2, a transverse section on the line 12; short arm of a bell-crank lever, G, hung to a
Fig. 3, a perspective view of the mechanism pin on the bed A, the long arm of said lever
for depressing the horn; and Figs. 4, 5, 6, and having a lug, h, a pin, i, on which is adapted
to an inclined slot, m, in the long arm of the
7, views of modifications.
In Sone button-hole Sewing-machines–the lever a, so that on moving the slide B longi
25 ''American machine, for instance-a, horn or tudinally a transverse movement will be im
guide-pin, ac, projects above the table or bed, parted to the long arm of the lever G, and
this horn entering the button-hole and remain the lever a will be vibrated, so as to ad
ing in the same while the stitches are being vance or retract the horn av. The long arm of
formed.

When it is desired to use on a machine of

this class an automatic feeding device-such,
for instance, as that shown in my Patent No.
265,167, September 26, 1882-the horn inter
feres with theready application of the fabric to
and its removal from the clamp-platesti, form
ing part of said feeding device. In order to
remove this horn when it is desired to apply
or remove the fabric, provide said horn with
a yielding Support. Thus, as shown in Figs. 1.
4o to 3, the horn is carried by a lever, c, pivoted
to a stud, b, on the under side of the table or
bed A of the machine, whereby said lever can
be so adjusted as to cause the projection of the
horn ac above the sittad y on the bed-plate, as
45 shown in Fig. 2, or the retraction of the horn
within said stud, as shown in Fig. 4.
The means employed for adjusting the lever
may be varied in many ways without depart.
ing from the spirit of my invention. For in
stance, the long arm of the lever may project
in front of the table, as shown in Fig. 4, so as

the lever G is in the present instance extended 8o
beyond the lever a, being intended for connec
tion to the cut-off plate described in said Pat
ent No. 265,167, whereby the feed mechanism
is thrown in and out of gear. If desired, how
ever, the lever a may be actuated directly by
means of a plate, B, Secured to Grforming part
of the plate B, and having an inclined slot, B,
for the reception of the long arm of the lever,
as shown in Fig. 5, for instance.
The horn ac, in the present instance, forms 90
part of one arm of a short lever, ac, pivoted to
the end of the levera, the other arm of saidle
ver a being acted upon by a spring, ai, So that
the upper end of the horn will not move in the
arc of a circle, but will always be held against 95
the side of the opening of in the study and pre
vented from coming into the path of the looper
l, which also works in the opening /. . .
It is not necessary that the horn should be
carried by a lever, a. For instance, in Figs. IOO
6 and 7, I have shown a modificationin which
a projection, ac, on the horn is adapted to a re
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cess in the under side of the bed-plate, and is 3. The combination of the sewing mechan
free to slide therein under control of a spring, ism, the table or bed, the horn ac, the lever a, 25
10, a sliding wedge, w", acting on a projection carrying the same, the slide B, and means, sub
On the horn, and serving, when properly adjust stantially as described, whereby the recipro
ed, to depress the horn, the spring restoring cation of the slide is caused to effect the vi
the same to its normal position on the retrac ibration of the lever, as set forth.
tion of the wedge. The horn a serves to pre 4. The combination of the sewing mechan
vent the fabric from pressing upon the looper ism, the table or bed, the horn ac, the lever a,
needle when the latter is raised, and also aids carrying the same, and having an inclined slot,
O in directing the fabric under control of the m, the slide B, and the bell-crank lever G, hav
clamp, especially during the turning movement ing a pin, i, adapted to the slot im, as set forth.
at the ends of the button-hole, when it serves 5. The combination of the table or bed hav
ing an opening, y, levera, and the horna, form 35
as a pivot for the fabric.
ing part of a lever, ac', hung to the levera, and
I claim as my invention
upon by a spring, ac, as set forth.
1. The combination of the sewing mechan acted
ism of a button-hole sewing-machine with a Intestimony whereof I have signed my name
horn, ac, having a yielding support, and with to this specification in the presence of two sub
mechanism whereby said horn can be elevated scribing witnesses.JAMES F. SNEDIKER.
or depressed, as set forth.
2. The combination of the sewing mechan Witnesses:
JoHN M. CLAYTON,
ism, the table or bed, the horn ac, and the lever
HARRY SMITH.
(, carrying said horn, as set forth.

